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HIGH COURT FORM NO.(J) 2. 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT ON ORIGINAL APPEAL. 
 

District :   Sonitpur.  
IN THE COURT OF THE CIVIL JUDGE  AT TEZPUR. 

 
Present : Sri P.C. Kalita, AJS, 

   Thursday the 12 th  day of June, 2014. 
 

   TITLE APPEAL NO. 14 of 2011. 

 
1. Smti Rinti Mushahary, 

    W/O Late Ripul Mushahary,  
     Vill. – Balipara, Mouza- Balipara, 

    PS. – Rangapara, 
    Dist. Sonitpur (Assam)  ...      Appellant. 

    -versus - 

1.  Central Bank of India, 
     Lokra Branch, Balipara 

   
2.  Miss Rita Mushahary,  

      D/O Lte Biren Mushahary. 
      Vill. – Kharija Dolaigaon, 

      PO,PS & Dist.  – Bangaigaon(Assam)......... Respondants.    
  

   
 This appeal coming on for final hearing or having been 

heard on 24-04-14, 29-04-14 and 26-05- 2014.  
 

Mr. D. Bose,  
Advocate    .... ...  For the appellant. 

 

Mr. A. Acharya and  
Mr. J. Sundi, Advocates    ....        For the respondents. 

 
  And having stood for consideration this day, the      

12th June, 2014 the Court delivered the following Judgment : -   
  

J   U   D  G  M   E  N  T 
 

1.  This appeal has been preferred against the 

Judgment and Decree dated 24-10-2011 passed by the   

learned Munsiff No.1, Sonitpur, Tezpur in Title Suit No. 28 

of 2006 whereby the plaintiff’s suit was dismissed on 

contest without cost. 

2.  For better understanding the issues arisen in the 

present appeal, the facts of the case may be summarized 

as follows :  
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  The  appellant’s/plaintiff’s case, in brief, is that 

the plaintiff Rinti Mushahary had filed this suit praying for 

mandantory and permanent injunction against the Central 

Bank of India and Rita Mushahary who are arrayed as 

defendant No.1 and 2. The plaintiff in her plaint stated that 

the deceased Ripul Mushahary is her legally wedded 

husband and they had be gotten a child from their wedlock. 

The plaintiff further stated that her husband Ripul 

Mushahary, expired on 19-01-03, in an accident at Kolomi 

bridge, near Khelmati, on the NH -52, under Chariduar Out 

Post, Rangapara. The plaintiff further pleaded that at the 

time of his death, he had left her and their son Rimun 

Sagar  Mushahary, as his legal heirs. It is further stated 

that the family members of her husband wanted them to 

get convert to Catholic Christian and remarry as Catholic 

Christian, but they had refused to get converted and due to 

which the defendant is trying to deny her legal status as 

wife of Late Ripul Mushahary as revengeful exercise for not 

obliging with their demand to convert themselves to 

catholic Christians. Hence, this suit.          

         

3.  The respondents/defendants contested the suit 

by filing written statement. The defendants in the written 

statements contended, inter-alia, in brief, is that the suit is 

not maintainable in its present form and the averments 

made in the plaint are totally false and baseless. The 

defendant No.2 stated that the deceased Ripul Mushahary 

was their only brother and further stated that at the time of 

his death he had left Nemshry Mushahary (mother), Rohila 

Mushahary, Sulekha Mushary, Kamala Mushahary and Nila 

Mushahary and herself as his legal heirs and they were 

legally entitled for all the post-death benefits of their 
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brother Ripul Mushahary. The defendant vehemently denied 

the marriage of Rinti Mushahary and deceased Ripul 

Mushahary and challenged her status as wife of her brother. 

The defendant submitted that this suit is barred by non-

joinder of necessary party and prayed that this suit is liable 

to be dismissed with cost.        

    

4.  Upon the premises of the pleadings, the learned 

lower court settled the following issues:- 

1.  Whether the suit is maintainable? 

 2. Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of 

necessary parties?   

3.  Whether the suit is barred by limitation? 

4.   Whether the plaintiff and Sri Rimun Sagar    

Mushahary are the only legal heirs of the 

deceased Ripul Mushahary?   

5. Whether the plaintiff is entitled for a    

decree as prayed for? 

6.  To what relief/reliefs the parties are        

entitled? 

 

5.   The plaintiff has examined 3 (three) witnesses 

including herself and exhibited some documents, whereas 

defendant examined 2 (two) witnesses and exhibited 

certain documents. After hearing both sides, learned Trial 

Court dismissed the suit of the plaintiff.   

 

6.   Being aggrieved by and dis-satisfied with the 

Judgment and decree dated 14-10-11 passed by the trial 

court, the appellant/plaintiff preferred this appeal.  

 

DISCUSSIONS, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF.   
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7. I have carefully perused the entire case records, 

evidence, both oral and documentary, available on record. 

Heard the argument advanced by learned advocates of both 

sides. Now, let us examine the evidence on record to decide 

the case at hand.  

   

Issue No2. 

   Whether the suit is bad for non-joinder of 

necessary parties? 

8.  The plaintiff pleaded that she is the legally 

married wife and a legal heir of late Ripul Mushahary and as 

such, she is entitled for all the post-death benefits of her 

husband late Ripul Mushahary, who died on 19-01-2003. 

On the other hand, the defendant No.2 challenged the legal 

status of the plaintiff as legally married wife of their brother 

Late Ripul Mushahary and denied her claim over his service 

benefits. The defendant contended that late Ripul 

Mushahary had left behind him, his mother and five sisters 

namely, Nemshry Mushahary (mother), Rohila Mushahary, 

Sulekha Mushary, Kamala Mushahary and Nila Mushahary 

and herself as his legal heirs at the time of his  death. Thus, 

it appears that the subject matter of the suit, involves the 

question of service benefits of Late Ripul Mushahary and as 

such, all the legal heirs whose interest is in involved in the 

matter, are necessary parties in this suit and without their 

presence, the matter in dispute can not be adjudicated 

upon properly.  

  Therefore, the suit is not maintainable in its 

present form and this issue is decided in negative and 

against the plaintiff.    
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Issue No. 1. 

 Whether the suit is maintainable? 

9. The defendant No. 2 in her written statement 

stated that the suit is not maintainable. But the defendant 

has failed to show any reason as to why and how the suit is 

not maintainable. In absence of any specific ground, the 

suit can not be said to be not maintainable.  

 Therefore, this issue is decided in the affirmative 

and in favour of the plaintiff.  

Issue No. 3          

  Whether the suit is barred by limitation?  

10. The defendant No. 2 in her written statement 

contended that the suit is barred by limitation, but the 

defendant No.2  has not explained any ground either in the 

written statement or in her deposition as to why and how 

the suit is barred by limitation. Therefore, this issue is 

decided in the affirmative and in favour of the plaintiff.   

Issue No. 4          

  Whether the plaintiff and Sri Rimun Sagar   

Mushahary are the only legal heirs of the deceased Ripul 

Mushahary?   

11.  The plaintiff Smti Rinti Mushahary as PW 1 

stated that she is the widow of deceased Ripul Mushahari. 

This PW 1 also stated that her husband Ripul Mushahary 

had got converted into Hindu and thereafter they had 

solemnized their marriage on 06-03-2000 as per Satriya 

rites known as Namgharia. Ext. 1 is the marriage certificate 

issued by Sri Sri Kalia Gukhai, Lakra. Ext. 3 is the marriage 

certificate issued by village headman. Ext. 4 is the 

signature of invitees attended in the marriage ceremony. 

The defendant No. 2 stated that deceased Ripul Musharhary 

was a protestant Christian; therefore, it was mandatory for 
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him to solemnize his marriage as per Indian Christian 

Marriage Act. The expression “Hindu” in the Hindu Marriage 

Act 1955, includes Shrimanta Sankar Deb Vaishnav religion 

by virtue of explanation contained in it. Vaishnavsim is one 

of the forms of Hindu Religion, so the marriage will be 

registered under Hindu Marriage Act.  

 Section 5 of the Hindu Marriage Act, codified that 

at the time of solemnization of marriage both the parties 

should be Hindu.  

  Section 5 of the Act, reads as follows : 

 “A marriage may be solemnized between any two 

Hindus.”  

 Thus, it is mandatory under Hindu Marriage Act 

that both the parties should be Hindu at the time of 

solemnization of their marriage. The plaintiff has failed to 

produce any evidence that deceased Ripul Mushahary had 

got converted to Hindu. Therefore, it is apparent that at the 

time of solemnization of marriage between them, Ripul 

Mushahary continued to be a Christian and Rinti Mushahary 

continued to be a hindu. Deceased Ripul Mushahary was a 

Christian by birth and during his life time he remained as 

Christian and after his death his body was cremated as per 

Christian religion. So, the claim of Rinti Mushahary (PW 1) 

that Ripul Mushahary had converted into a hindu is not 

proved. PW 1 could not produce any evidence that 

deceased Ripul Mushahary had ever got converted into 

Hindu. It is not in dispute that, except Namghar rituals, no 

other forms of ceremonial performance were observed to 

solemnize their marriage. It is also not in dispute that there 

was no representatives of family members from either side, 

except the invitees. Rinti Mushahary is a hindu and she is 

bound by her own customary rites of Ahom community but 
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she did not explain why she did not follow.   

 Section 4 of the Indian Christian Act lays 

down that Marriage to be solemnized according to 

Act: 

 “ Every marriage between persons, one or both 

of whom is (or are) A Christian or non Christians, shall be 

solemnized in accordance with the provisions of the Indian 

Christian Marriage Act, and any such marriage solemnized 

otherwise than in accordance with such provisions shall be 

void.“ 

   A bare perusal of section 4, it reveals that it is 

mandatory to solemnize the marriage when one party is 

Christian and other party is non-Christian, the marriage 

must conform to the provisions of Indian Christian Act. 

Thus, it is crystal clear that mere observation of ceremonial 

performance will not give sanctity and legal recognition of 

marriage between the two persons following different 

religions.  

 In view of the above discussions,, I found that 

Smti Rinti Mushahary is not the legally married wife of Late 

Ripul Mushahary and she is not his legal heir in the eye of 

law.  

 

Entitlement of the child to the property of his father.  

  It has already been stated that the marriage 

beween Rinti Mushahary and Ripul Mushahary is not lawful. 

It is not in dispute that the minor child Master Rimun Sagar 

Mushahary was born out of the long cohabitation of the 

deceased with the plaintiff. In the present case, the mother 

of the minor child was a born Hindu and remains a Hindu. 

Father was born as Christian and after his death he was 

cremated as per Christian religion. The plea of plaintiff that 
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her deceased husband converted into Hindusim could not 

be substantiated. The minor child had a Hindu mother and 

Christian father, in such a situation, the Hindu Succession 

Act and the Indian Succession Act had to consider while 

deciding the right or otherwise father of the minor son. 

Section 16(1) and (2) of the Hindu Marriage Act, makes it 

clear that a child which is born out of a marriage, which is 

null and void, is conferred with the status of legitimate 

child, though in normal circumstances such child would 

have been considered as an illegitimate child. Sub-Section 

(1) of Section 16 of the Act, by means of a legal fiction thus 

makes a child, who is born out of wedlock, which is null and 

void in law as legitimate child. So, is the spirit of section 27 

and 42 of the Indian Succession Act. The Hindu Succession 

Act also protects the rights over self earned property of the 

deceased father of a child and this fct is embodied in the 

explanation (a) and (b) to Section 2 itself. In this context, I 

would like to refer the Article 14 of Constitution of India. 

Constitution of India is the supreme law and it shall prevail 

over any other statute. The Constitution of India guarantees 

equality to persons similarly situated. When the legislative 

enactments are read in the light of the Constitutional 

guarantee under Article 14, I become convicted that the 

minor child can not be divested of his right to property for 

no fault of his own. Here Master Rimun Sagar Mushahary, 

can not be faulted for the act of his parents. Therefore, 

minor Master Rimun Sagar Mushahary is entitled to get 

share in the self earned properties including pension 

benefits of deceased Ripul Mushahary.  

Issue Nos. 5 and 6.  

   Whether the plaintiff is entitled for a decree as 

prayed for and to what relief/reliefs the parties are entitled to? 
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12.   In view of the above discussions and decisions 

made in issue No. 4, it is found that Smti Rinti Mushahary is 

not the legally married wife of Ripul Mushahary in the eye 

of law and she is not entitled to get any relief as prayed for. 

However, the minor child, Master Rimun Sagar Mushahary, 

born out of their long and continuous cohabitation, is 

entitled to get the benefits over the self earned property of 

his deceased father Ripul Mushahary including the share of 

the family pension. Therefore, the plaintiff is not entitled to 

get any relief as prayed for.      

13. In the light of above discussions and decisions, I 

do not find any reason to interfere with the impugned 

Judgment and decree dated 24-10-11 passed by the 

learned Munsiff No.1, Sonitpur, Tezpur in Title Suit No. 28 

of 2006. Hence, the appeal is dismissed on contest and the 

Judgment and decree dated 24-10-11 is, hereby, upheld.    

 Prepare a decree accordingly.   

 The appeal is disposed of on contest.  

  

14. Send down the record of the case/suit to the 

learned Court below along with a copy of this judgment.  

  Given under my hand and seal of this Court on 

this  12th day of June, 2014.     

 

       (P.C. Kalita) 
                                            Civil Judge, 

      Sonitpur::Tezpur. 
 Dictated and corrected by me. 

         

          (P.C. Kalita) 

             Civil Judge 
         Sonitpur, Tezpur.  Transcribed by me. 

      (R. Hazarika), Steno. 
  


